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Cycle3  Home learning calendar 



Why is regular home learning important? 
  
• It can improve a student’s thinking and memory skills.  This is 

vital for the new content heavy GCSEs.  
  
• It helps students to develop positive study skills and habits that 

will serve them well throughout life. 
  
• Home learning encourages students to use time wisely and 

efficiently.  
  
• It teaches students to work independently. 
  
• Home learning teaches students to take responsibility for their 

own work. 
  
• It allows students to review and practice what has been covered 

in class and consolidate their knowledge and skills.  
  
• Equally important, it helps students to get ready for the next 

day’s class. 
  
• It helps students learn to use resources, such as libraries, 

reference materials, and computer Web sites to find information. 
  
• It encourages students to explore subjects more fully than 

classroom time permits. 
  
• It allows students to extend their learning by applying skills to 

new situations.  
  
• Home learning helps parents learn more about what their 

children learning in school. 
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The Holocaust was a period in history at the time of World War Two (1939-1945), 
when millions of Jews were murdered because of who they were. 
 
The killings were organised by Germany's Nazi party, led by Adolf Hitler. 
 
Jews were the main target of the Nazis, and the greatest number of victims were 
Jewish. Nearly seven out of every 10 Jews in Europe were murdered because of their 
identity. 
 
The Nazis also killed other groups of people, including Roma ('gypsies') and disabled 
people. They also arrested and took away the rights of other groups, like gay people 
and political opponents. Many of them died as a result of their treatment. 
 
The Holocaust was an example of genocide. Genocide is deliberately killing a large 
group of people, usually because they are a certain nationality, race or religion. 

Over the next 6 weeks you will be looking at  
Hitler’s ‘3 steps to tyranny’ 

 
1 You have no right to live amongst us as one of us.  
(Separated from ordinary Germans, education business and jobs) 
 
2 You have no right to live amongst us. ( ghettoes and labour camps) 
 
3 You have no right to live. ( death camps)  
 



Frozen Jews  
by Abraham Sutzkever 

 
Did you ever see in fields of snow 

Frozen Jews, in row upon row? 
 

Breathless they lie, marbled and blue. 
Of death in their bodies, no hint and no clue. 

 
Somewhere their spirit is frozen and saved 

Like a golden fish in a frozen wave. 
 

Not speaking. Not silent. Just thinking bright. 
The sun too lies frozen in snow at night. 

 
On a rosy lip, in the freeze, still glows 

A smile — will not move, not budge since it froze. 
 

Near his mother, a baby starving, at rest. 
How strange: she cannot give him her breast. 

 
The fist of a naked old man in surprise: 

He cannot release his force from the ice. 
 

So far, I have tasted all kinds of death, 
None will surprise me, will catch my breath. 

 
But now, overcome in the mid-July heat 

By a frost, like madness, right in the street: 
 

They come toward me, blue bones in a row — 
Frozen Jews over plains of snow. 

 
My skin is covered with a marble veil. 

My words slow down, my light that is frail. 
 

My motions freeze, like the old man's surprise, 
Who cannot release his force from the ice. 

Week 1 
Holocaust Poetry Tasks 

1) Study the poem below  
Underline any  key words  or wordsyou do not know and find the definition  
2) Write a summary  about what you can learn about the holocaust from the poem. 
What does it show you of suggest about the treatment of Jews? 
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SA paramilitaries in Berlin on April 1, 1933, with 
boycott signs, blocking the entrance to a Jewish-
owned shop. The signs read "Germans! Defend 

yourselves! 
Nazi propaganda: Anti Semitism: Jews are 

portrayed as monsters  praying on The 
German people.  

Week 2: Persecutions of the 
Jews 1933-34 

What is the key message in Source A. What can you see?__________________ 
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
How do you think Jews felt when these kind of posters were being used?______ 
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Why do you think in source B the sign reads ‘ Germans defend yourself!     
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
What was the impact on Jewish business after the boycotting in 1933?________ 
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

Checked by________________ Date_______________ 
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Week 3 
1938: the night of the broken class 

Read throught Source 3 
Imagine you were are a 12yr old writing a  short diary entry of the event (9-10 November 1938) include 

how you felt, saw, heard. (underline the text) 

Dear diary_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Week 4: Ghettos 
‘You have no right to live among us’ 

Research Task: The Warsaw Ghettos 1940s 
• You can use books and the website! 
•  Create a mind map of : What is a ghetto? Fact about the Warsaw ghetto. 

Conditions, rations, diseases, how many died and the purpose of them? 
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 Week 5 
Resistance Tasks 

1) Chose one of the following people to research. 
2) Complete a fact-file about them 
EXT: Research another one of the resistors and compare their methods. Which was 
more effective and why? 

Irena Sendler  Sophie Scholl Oskar Schindler 

Name: _________________________________________ 

DOB:___________________________________________ 

Place of Birth:__________________________________ 

Occupation:_____________________________________ 

How they resisted the Nazis: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What motivated them to resists the Nazis: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How effective their method of resistance was: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How they were treated for their resistance: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Week 6 
The Trailer Tasks 

1) Watch the trailer of The Boy in The Striped Pyjamas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ypMp0s5Hiw  
2) Answer the following questions 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

List three things that you see about camp conditions from the trailer (what is the camp 

like?). 

 

 

 

 

 

List three things you see about the treatment of prisoners in the camp. 

 

 

 

 

 

Give two different opinions the characters have of the camp.  

 

 

 

 

 

Give two questions you would like to be answered when watching the film. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ypMp0s5Hiw
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Week 7 : Revision 
Create a timeline or mind map using the information 
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Week 7 : Revision 
Create a timeline or mind map using the information 
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